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 NET and mobile-compatible games are available on Steam. Gameplay The game allows for up to 64 players to compete in local
or online multiplayer matches, or to simply choose a few cars and drive against AI (Artificial intelligence) pilots. Players can
use their license-plates to call out their car names or customise them with unique vinyl decals. New features for 2008 include
licensed real life vehicles like a Dodge Challenger with no roof, for example. There are also several cars that feature special
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"blacksheep" versions. Every car comes with its own set of features and skills to choose from. For example, each car has its own
body kits and paint jobs, which are unlocked by winning races or other activities. Cars also have their own special abilities to

take advantage of, such as the ability to "jack up" others' tires, reducing traction. Cars may also be equipped with other
"weaponry" like remote-controlled car toys, or "attack helicopters", which carry other players out of the race, or take out rivals,

depending on the player's rating. Vehicles are available to buy from U.S. $60 up to $800,000. The game's official website
contains a car shop where players can buy and sell their vehicles. There are two versions of the game, an EA (Electronic Arts)
version for PC, and an Ubisoft version for console, PlayStation 2 and Xbox. In addition to the single-player Career mode, each
version has a multiplayer mode with support for up to eight players. The Xbox and PC versions of the game features a mode

where players can earn money by driving. The game tracks the money collected by players, but does not track how many races
they have won or how many times they have made a cash-out. This money can be used to buy new vehicles. In a live-stream on
TwitchTV (then known as Justin.tv), Barry Lee, of Gas Monkey Garage had his own computer rig built into his truck to play

NFS: Carbon and the game was still in development. When he went to Carbon's website, they took advantage of the new media
and a fan made a campaign to get Barry into the NFS: World Beta. The game was built on the Gameloft Unreal Engine 3.

Reception NFS: Carbon received "generally favorable reviews" according to review aggregator Metacritic. The 82157476af
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